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Rest assured

Although we all define relaxation in different ways, having the chance to escape

mind, body and soul. Moreover, we have gone to great lengths to ensure that the

from the pressures of modern life is high on most people’s agenda. The F45 Vantage

impact on the environment is minimised in every way possible. Allowing you to

was designed with this thought to the fore. She is a genuinely safe and secure way

venture to the loveliest places on the planet knowing that the only footprint you will

to travel the world, while allowing the Earth’s most pristine waters to soothe your

leave behind will be feet on a beach.
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Welcome to your world

Ever imagined how it might be to own a 45-metre Feadship, built to the very highest

Feadship in the exclusive F45 Vantage custom series has just been launched. And

standards and incorporating our unrivalled expertise in design and construction? To

while she shares the phenomenal finish and first-class facilities of her four sister

take to the high seas in a brand-new superyacht of peerless luxury and quality with-

ships, Helix is the first to feature a Nautical interior. There’s never been a better time

out having to wait three years for the yacht of your dreams to be built. Helix, the fifth

to fulfil your ambition…
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Where will you go?
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Thanks to her exceptional range and extraordinary engineering, Helix will take you

virtual silence. It’s good to know that the fish won’t be disturbed as you arrive at

anywhere and everywhere with a comfort benchmark that only Feadship can provide.

your favourite diving spot… And with a first-class communications set-up, you’ll

Of course the actual ‘where’ will depend on your interests, but from the hustle and

stay in touch with the world however remote the location.

bustle of Monaco to uninhabited islands in the sun you will make your move in
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Room with a view

Helix offers the maximum space possible in a 45-metre boat thanks in no small part

only quieter; it requires less maintenance and enhances layout flexibility. Moreover,

to its centralised air conditioning. This system works with ducted air and dispenses

with no cabinets required around the edges of the rooms to house airco units, the

with the need for separate fan coil units in each room. This innovative solution is not

windows are much larger.
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With virtually 360-degree views in the main deck lounge, you will truly feel at one with your environment wherever
you may choose to cruise.
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Feel close to nature also comes naturally in the owners’ stateroom, where the fabulous skylight will allow you to
see the stars in a unique fashion.
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Your friends and family will also love the magnificent vistas – how many other luxury superyachts have guest
suites on such a prime main deck location?
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Looking good

Visiting beautiful places around the world, it is goodto know that your yacht’s aesthetic looks also complement the
environment. The exterior profile combines mature contemporary styling with the elegant classic lines of a Feadship.
A timeless and soft-spoken design features clear shapes, well-defined curves and sophisticated detailing. All of
this is combined with a classic Feadship bow and the seagoing performance you would expect from a proven
Feadship hull shape. Looking good, feeling good…
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Social hub

The beating heart of the social life onboard Helix is usually the bridge deck lounge,

lounge itself, you will still see, feel and hear the sights and sounds of the world out-

the flexible layout of which offers you countless options for private pleasures. Thanks

side. An equally refined treat for the senses await when dining on the vast aft deck

to an inventive system of sliding doors and windows (see also overleaf), this is the

or lounging on the fabulous sun pads. Enjoy…

place where you can truly bask in an indoor-out lifestyle. Enjoying the luxury in the
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The teak floor in the lounge seamlessly blends onto the aft deck to ensure visual unity. Open up
the glass bi-fold doors and the entire patio morphs into an al fresco paradise.

Careful consideration has gone into every area of the
32

interior, optimising the use of space. Meanwhile, the
curvaceous central stairway captures the sheer quality
of craftsmanship onboard this remarkable vessel.
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Step ashore

However difficult it may be to tear yourself away from all these onboard pleasures, there will be times when the
call of the land is too strong to resist. Let the tenders take the strain and head ashore in comfort knowing you will
return to your safe floating home at the end of the day.
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The beach side of life
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Some choose to chill, others gets more busy… It all comes down to how active you

beach is created. This extends the yacht’s length by almost four metres and serves

are feeling. Helix contains a veritable treasure trove of watersport toys in all shapes

as an ideal place for swimming, diving, snorkelling or playing with the waverunners,

and sizes, ensuring that there is never a dull moment onboard your beach-house

wakeboards and sailboats.

on the water. Launch the tender, fold out the platform and a lovely secluded private

Time out
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Some of us prefer to take life easier and pass the day away in more sedentary pursuits. From sitting comfortably
and putting the world to rights on the swim platform to winding down in the delightful onboard sauna, a superior
wellness experience awaits.
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Food for thought
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The inner you will also welcome the fabulous facilities for your staff onboard Helix.

and service flow benefit from Feadship’s decades of experience in ensuring a

Of course, unless you actually enjoy cooking, you are unlikely to spend much time

lifestyle that is in entirely in sync with the standards you expect. We also consulted

in the galley or any of the other serving areas but the crew will be delighted

leading charter experts and captains to design a concept that fully reflects the way

with how everything has been laid out for maximum efficiency. The onboard logistics

modern superyachts are used.

While the bulk of the crew are pampering to the
needs of the onboard party, the skipper and his team
enjoy the fruits of Feadship’s technical expertise in
the wheelhouse. The dashboard consists of a com44

Fast forward

pletely flush panel, amalgamating the bowthruster
and engine controls. Incorporating only the buttons
needed to control the boat in a flush foil format, the
bridge is as clean as possible. With the very latest
equipment at the captain’s fingertips, your safety and
comfort is assured at all times.
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Specifications
Year

Builder

Length overall
Beam overall

Draft (loaded)
Type

Fuel capacity

Fresh water capacity
Main engines
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2011

Max. speed

14.5 knots

44.65 m / 146’6”

Stabilizers

VTNaiad Marine zero-speed

2.70 m / 8’10”

Naval Architect

40,000 Liter / 10,500 US Gallons

Interior design

2x MTU 12V2000M70 - 788 kW / 1055 bhp

Crew

Feadship - Royal Van Lent Shipyard

Range

9.20 m / 30’2”

Design

Twin-screw motoryacht, steel hull and aluminum superstructure

Exterior styling

10,000 Liter / 2,600 US Gallons

Classification

Transatlantic

De Voogt Naval Architects
De Voogt Naval Architects

De Voogt Naval Architects / Sinot Design Associates
Sinot Design Associates

Lloyd’s @100 A1, SSC, Yacht, Mono, G6, @ LMC, UMS, MCA
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Power packed
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Many years of research & development and decades of design and construction

love to work on a Feadship, and it’s not just because the crew beds are the best.

know-how all come together in the engine room of the F45 Vantage. All the machinery

Mechanical excellence is the ultimate assurance that your investment will be a wise

is easily accessible for service and - from pipe runs to pump placement - the entire

one in every respect.

layout has been considered to the finest degree. There is a reason that chief engineers

Accommodations

Sun deck

convertible private office

2.

Sleeps 10/12 guests – ten in five staterooms, plus two in
-

one full-beam master stateroom with king size bed

four guest staterooms with queen size bed convertible

-
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full size murphy bed

5.

Hall

one private office convertible to guest stateroom with

Complete sound system and WiFi coverage throughout
Jacuzzi on the sundeck

BBQ and grill on sun deck

Windsurfer

Snorkel and scuba gear

Communications
-

High speed Wireless Internet through mini-VSAT 		

-

3x GSM Phone lines

-

8.
9.

Pantry

Bathroom

Multi-purpose room
Wheelhouse

11. Main deck lounge

-

-

7.

and movies

Sophisticated AV & IT system with vast library of music

Pascoe International 7.00 m tender

-

6.

Bridge deck lounge

Main deck

-

-

4.

Large LCD high def flat screen TVs throughout

Watersports
-

Bridge deck

Bridge deck aft

Entertainment

-

Jacuzzi

3.

ensuite)

-

Sun deck aft

to two twin size beds

(all rooms have full bathroom with shower and/or bath

-

1.

Broadband Service

2x dedicated VOIP lines

10. Main deck aft
12. Day head
13. Hall

14. Pantry

15. Guest bathroom 1
16. Guest bedroom 1
18. Guest bedroom 2

19. Guest bathroom 3
20. Guest bedroom 3

21. Guest bathroom 4
22. Guest bedroom 4

23. Owners’ stateroom
24. Owners’ bathroom

BGAN and Iridium satellites

Lower deck

GMDSS

26. Lazarette

SSB & VHS radios
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17. Guest bathroom 2

25. Beach platform
27. Steam bath / day head
28. Engine room
29. Galley

30. Captain’s cabin
31. Crew mess

32. Laundry room

33. Crew quarters

General

Owner

Guest

Crew

Technical
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